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Education systems around the world are struggling to
get students engaging in STEM subjects because the
current science and maths classroom is simply not an
involving environment.
But turn it into a Core Teknasium and suddenly it’s
the most interesting, interactive, fun place in the entire
school.
The Core Teknasium is Science, Engineering,
Technology and Math reinvented. It’s built on the fact
that kids will learn if they have fun, are challenged and
can drive their own hands-on projects.
Consider the difference. Reading about weight to
strength ratios in a classroom versus building an
actual bridge across a Teknasium.

Or reading about the ‘chemicals’ in a classroom
versus creating an eruption of foaming ‘elephant’
toothpaste from H2O2 in a Teknasium.
The Core Teknasium offers nine different STEM
disciplines with hundreds of brilliantly stimulating
projects. The kids get to choose their own projects,
pick their own partners and drive their own projects.
They are challenged, they discover, they retain. Most
importantly, they learn how rewarding a STEM career
could be.
In the following pages we take a brief look at each
discipline.

ALTERNATIVE

ENERGY
In most parts of the world there is a chronic shortage of Alternative
Energy scientists and mechanics. The Core Teknasium smashes science-ishard preconceptions with projects such as building an electric car, making
a model of a house powered by alternative energy, wind turbine blade
testing and The Solar Fuel Highway Challenge.

&
CIRCUITRY
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Is electricity and circuitry boring? Not in a Core Teknasium. Kids build a
4-way Crusher Monster, invent their own green energy, lift weights
with magnetic arms, make designer handbags with electric
circuit LED lit displays and dozens of other non-boring projects.
They learn without even realising it!

COMPUTER

GRA
P H I
CS
The demand for computer graphics designers is growing yearly.
Photomontage digital composite imaging? Trust us, kids love it.
The also love photo enhancing their pets, creating objects in 3D
and a hundred other things offered by the Core Teknasium.

DIGI
T
AL
COMMUNICATIONS
Explosive growth is predicted in Digital Communications jobs. Kids
explore the world of sound recording and remixing, make their own
website, make their own social media hub, create mobile apps, film
and produce Claymation, cartoons, stop-motion video and heaps of
other career-creating activities.

The kids can’t get enough of this discipline. Mighty Machines, The Torque
it Up Design Challenge, The Colossal Bridge Challenge, heavy loads,
levers and scales, to name just a few. The engineer is the new doctor.

MECHANICS

&TURE
STRUC

“…The Core Teknasium is such a welcoming place. Harry talks about
it all week. His enthusiasm for engineering is off the charts!”

RO
BOT
ICS
Be ready to make the most of the robot boom. Kids design, make and
test their own task specific robots. Sounds impossible but it’s not for
Core Teknasium kids.

SCIENTIFIC

DATA

&

ANALYSIS
Super cool for slightly older kids. A flight simulator, app
development, a laser light show, terraforming, measuring light,
temperature and heat rates, creating a weather observatory,
simulating a tornado … once again, the list goes on.

SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING,

PROGRAMMING

GAME
&DESIGN

What kid doesn’t want to be a game designer and what digital company
doesn’t need designers? Core Teknasium kids print circuit boards, write
code, design games, create apps - the whole shooting match.

AVIATION

DRONE
FLIGHTS

Like to have an aeronautical engineer in the
family? Or maybe a professional drone pilot like
on ESPN. Amongst other things, Core Teknasium
kids learn the principles of aerodynamics by
building and flying model planes. They program
and pilot drones as well as master the licensing,
regulations and registrations.
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Facilitator: Today we are making an LED lit valentine for your Mom.
Be careful to keep your circuits straight, and when the switch connects
the light comes on.
Jamie: I don’t want to close my card, I want to write inside the card to my Mom.
Facilitator: But closing the card will protect your circuits.
Jamie: But then it’s not a card. See? It still works!
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Facilitator: Why do you like the CORE, Jarred?
Jarred: I choose my projects. This week we are designing a video game.
Facilitator: How long will you be at it?
Jarred: I dunno. Maybe 6 more weeks — but it’s really cool, we have
multiple players, multilevels and interactive.
Facilitator: Well, you better get to it!!
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Facilitator: What do you want to be?
Regan: I want to be a bio-medical engineer. I am looking for scholarships
because I can’t afford the best engineering schools, like SMU. But I think my
CORE e-Portfolio demonstrating what I have done in my mobile apps, game
design, aquaponics projects, etc will really show what I can do, and help with
scholarships. I know I can do the work!

Core is a group of people with a passion for STEM subjects and a concern that
our education system is not addressing our kids’ lack of engagement.
We’re committed to team building and collaboration, building individual problem
solving skills and developing personal confidence. But most of all, we’re
committed to making learning STEM subjects exciting.
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TOM DEVINE

BILL MONTGOMERY, MSEE

Director of offsite services, Teknasium facilitator,
technologist, curriculum developer

Technical advisor/engineering

Tom Devine has 20 years of relevant STEM experience,
including more than 10 years in the classroom. He is an
experienced applications developer, hardware technician,
network engineer and software support specialist. As an
educational technology director, Tom managed technology
initiatives for 29 schools. He is a passionate middle and
high school teacher, technical trainer and facilitator with
emphasis on instructional technology, computer science,
and effective use of tech resources. Tom is a Certified
Internet Webmaster, CompTIA Certified iNet+ Professional,
and a former Cisco Certified Network Associate.

US

Bill has broad experience in electronic engineering systems
and technology with an educational background in science
and mathematics. He was awarded eight US Patents in
engineering and technology areas. Bill has particular expertise
in management of cross-functional research, design and
development engineering and technical groups and teams. Bill is
invaluable, having created management environments guided by
the values of creativity, collaboration and achievement.
Bill is a graduate (BA, BSEE, MSEE) of Rice University, did
his PhD coursework at Stanford, and is a Texas registered
professional engineer.

ADAM NEDELLA, BS ENGINEERING

RACHEL ULMER, BS, MS MATHEMATICS

Teknasium Facilitator, health & physical sciences,
curriculum developer

Teknasium facilitator, special education specialist,
curriculum developer

Educated as a bio-medical engineer at top of his Baylor
University engineering class, Adam went on to 3 years
of medical school before his own medical complications
forced him to retire. After two years of engineering research
and an additional year of medical research, Adam has three
years of teaching experience in engineering, mathematics,
physics, biology, anatomy and physiology. Adam continues
for the CORE as a primary facilitator, and curriculum
developer, and his creative approach to developing truly
hands-on projects for kids of all ages is a benefit for us all.

Educated as a systems programmer with her MBA, Dawn is
applying her education and experience in the education services
sector. With 16 Years of Home School Teaching experience,
Texas Teaching Certification in Technology Grade 6-12, Business
Education Grade 6-12, and Technology Application Grade 9 - 12,
Dawn’s professional approach to the CORE systems combined
with her practical teaching experience makes her ideally suited to
developing the CORE systems.

DAWN ROSS
Administration & training, Teknasium facilitator,
curriculum developer, data base design and
programmer
Educated as a systems programmer with her MBA, Dawn
is applying her education and experience in the education
services sector. With 16 Years of Home School Teaching
experience, Texas Teaching Certification in Technology
Grade 6-12, Business Education Grade 6-12, and
Technology Application Grade 9 - 12, Dawn’s professional
approach to the CORE systems combined with her practical
teaching experience makes her ideally suited to developing
the CORE systems.
Most recently, she taught in the Mesquite (Dallas suburb)
Independent School District in a SMART Lab (the public
school model of learning center from the SPERO vendor) for
the 2014-2015 school year.

Most recently, she taught in the Mesquite (Dallas suburb)
Independent School District in a SMART Lab (the public school
model of learning center from the SPERO vendor) for the 20142015 school year.
After receiving her Bachelor’s degree in Data Processing and a
Master of Business Administration from Stephen F. Austin State
University she worked as a programmer for 5 years supporting
Accounting systems, Fixed Assets Systems, Inventory systems
and Consolidated Reporting at the Corporate level. She was
also the Manager of the Data Processing Department for the
Richardson ISD for a year and a half.

PAIGE MATTKE, BA, MS EDUCATION
Curriculum developer, teknasium facilitator
Paige is the primary curriculum developer for the Off-Site Services
courses and camp programs. Paige received her B.A. from the
University of Maryland in Japanese language, received her B.S. in
Education specializing in Instructional Technology from LeHigh
University, and is currently finishing her PhD in Education, writing
her thesis on novice and expert obotics curricula in-school, afterschool, and out of school environments, including the CORE in her
field testing work. Her thesis covers middle school, high school,
and the nationally ranked local high school club program. Paige
has taught for 15 years including 5 years in Japan.
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Serious investors should kindly contact:

Dr. Stefan Stoiber,
Marwah und Partner GmbH
1010 Vienna, Elisabethstrasse 26
AUSTRIA
phone: +43 1 586 12 62
email: stoiber@rawien.at

